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Application of Input ... Output Analysis to a Simple Model 
Emphasizing Agriculturel 
(An Analysis of the Interpendence of Agriculture and Other Sectors 
of the National Economy) 
BY G. A. PETERSON AND EAHL O. HEADY 
With growing commercializa1ion of the national 
economy, agriculture and industry have become in-
creasingly interdependent. The development has ex-
tended so far that the major problems found in agri-
culture now are those growing out of interdependence 
with other sectors of the national exchange econom~·. 
A slight swell in farm production, relative to emplo~'­
ment and output in the rest of the economy, causes a 
rapid r-ecessioll of farm income. A small decline in 
farm output, relative to employment in the national 
economy, causes farm prices to spiral upward. Then, 
too, it is known that depression or prosperity in agri-
culture is largely a function of the state ·of economic 
affairs in nonagricultural sectors of the national eCOll-
omy. While a few of thcse general qualitative inter-
relationships between agricultural and other sectors 
of the economy are known, knowledge of the exact 
quantitative inter-relationships is meager. :i\Iore quan-
titative information of the economic inter-relation-
ships will be important in the years ahead. The major 
and basic problems ,which face the agricultural s('<>tor 
of the national economy are in the realm of inter-
dependence coefficients. 
OBJECTIVES 
The main objective of this input-output study is 
to provide added information on interdependence 
coefficients between agriculture aud industry. The 
magnitude of input-output and interdependence co-
efficients between different sectors of agriculture and 
between agriculture and other industrial sectors can 
be used for several purposes: (1) to determine the 
flow of products from agriculture to other industrial 
sectors as increases come about in national income, 
total population and consumer expenditures (tIle' 
"final bill of goods" in the national econom~'); (2) 
to determine the effect of production control, ex-
panded output or subsid~Y in one sector of agriculture 
on other sectors of agriculture or nonagricultural 
sectors of the national economy; (3) to predict the 
effect of increases or decreases in international trade 
on flows of products and resources to and from agri-
culture; (4) to compare the relative change in pro-
ductivity of yarious economic sectors; and (5) to 
determine thc interdependence of agriculture and 
1 Project 1135. Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station. 
other industrial sectors under varying conditions of 
prosperity and depression. 
While this study was designed to apply particularly 
to agriculture, the estimation of coefficients for agri-
culture and the model upon which they are based 
necessarily gives information for other sectors of the 
econom~', Auxiliary objectives of the study, therefore, 
are: (1) to formulate a mathematical model of input-
output analysis applicable especially to agricultural 
~eetors and also to other sectors of the economy; (2) 
to provide further empirical application of input-
output analysis in estimating input-output parameters 
from presentl~· available statistics; (3) to interpret, 
in terms of present and prospective economic prob-
lems, empirical solutions of a Leontief system specify-
ing the interdcpendence of agriculture and other 
sectors; (4:) to provide a basis for improving future 
empirical models related to agriculture; (5) to ob-
serve, from input-output analyses of three points in 
time, changes over time of input relations and inter-
dependence coefficients among the economic sectors; 
(6) to ilwestigate the validity of the theoretical as-
sumptions of the 1eontie! system when applied to a 
study of agrienltural problems and to point out some 
difficulties encountered in the application of this t~'pe 
of anal~'sis to agriculture. 
TUs is a m:>dest study dealing with two sectors of 
agriculture in relation to other sectors of the national 
economy. Subsequent studies will be made of addi-
tional agricultural scctors. This analysis deals with 
interdependence of production and attempts to esti-
mate production 01' input-output coefficients of the 
Leontief tn)e. Input-output of the Leolltief type 
hwolves two basic activities (22): (1) cstimating 
the production coefficients (input coefficients) for 
;-:ach sector of the economy studied; and (2) estimat-
ing the coefficients of interdependence between house-
hold consumption and the levels of output of all sec-
tors. The fir~t set of coefficients is estimated directly 
from the data of aggregate flows among the sectors 
of the econom~·. The second set is determined from 
the mat1:ematical relationships betwcen the flows of 
resources and the level of household consumption. 
Presentation of the procedures and results of this 
stud~' are arranged as follows: (1) explanation of 
methods of compiling basic information for the input-
output anal~'sis (presented in the front section along 
with a discussion of the economic model) ; (2) dCl'iva-
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tion and explanation of the input coefficients for each 
sector and the interdependence coefficients; (3) pres-
entation of the changes in the structural relationships 
of the economy over time, through an analysis of data 
from the three years 1949, 1939 and lU29; (4) finally, 
problems in application of input-output analysis. 
An input-output study of all particular sectors of 
the United States economy wonld involve an extreme-
ly large number of variables. The number of possible 
mathematical eqnations required for estimating input-
output coefficients in each industrv is great. For this 
reason and since (a) resources available for this study 
were limited, (b) the study is partly of a method-
ological nature and (c.) main interest is in agriculture, 
the economy has been divided into only five sectors: 
primary agricultural production, secondary agriclil-
tural production, all industry and services, foreign 
trade and government. The model is thus concerned 
with a limited number of sectors; the production acti-
vities within a sector are" similar" but do not neces-
sarily represent a homogeneous product. ·While the 
coefficients between agriculture and one sector of 
industry would, if industry were divided into several 
sectors, differ from those presented here, the analysis 
presented allows measurement of the effect of all in-
dustrial lolectors, as one aggregate, on the inputs and 
outputs of agriculture. Even then, the process of 
aggregating production into a few sectors is difficult; 
special consideration is given to aggregation problems 
in another section of this report. 
.A flow of goods and services exists among sectors 
of the economy where one sector uses the product of 
another sector. These goods and services are the 
"flows" analyzed later. The flows provide the basic 
information for an input-output analysis of the inter-
dependence of the sectors under consideration. The 
goods and services which flow to households arc re-
fen"ed to as the "final bill of goods." In an "open" 
model of input-output analysis, the final bill of goods 
(household consumption) is taken as given and is 
determined outside the system of relationships among 
the other flows; that is, the "final bill of goods" repre-
sents the final demand determined by individuals' 
choices and tastes. 
SOURCE OF DA'l'A 
The first step in an input-output study is to deter-
mine the flows among the sectors, the total net output 
of each sector and the final bill of goods for a single 
12-month period. In completing this step, data from 
secondary sources for the years H)49, 1939 and 1929 
were collected and aggregated into the five sectors 
for the United States economy. The data for 1949 are 
used for analysis of (a) the interdependence among 
the sectors and (b) the effects of predicted changes 
in production and consumption at a single point in 
time. The data of the other years arc used with those 
of 1949 to detect changes in structural relationships 
among sectors ovcr time. '1'he seeondalT data used are 
census-type figures or estimates published by the 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, the United States 
Depa !'tment of Agriculture, the Department of Com-
merce, the Division of I..Jabor Statistics and the Bureau 
of the Censm. 
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In some instances, it was necessary to observe vari-
ables from more than one source. National income 
statistics provided the major source of i"nformation 
for sectors other than agriculture. 'rhe figures involve 
possible error of estimation where they are extra-
polations from census data. These possible estimational 
errors are not considered in the input-output tech-
nique; data are taken as representing popUlation 
parameters. 
FIJOWS, NET OUTPUTS AND THE FINAL BILL 
OF GOODS 
The variables of the input-output analysis consist 
of: (1) the flows of goods and services among the five 
sectors discussed earlier; (2) portions of outputs 
which flow to household consumption (final bill of 
goods) ; and (3) the total net output of each sector. 
The variables of each sector and the labor services of 
households (labor inputs to other sectors) are ex-
plained separately below. The variables within each 
sector of the economic modcI are discussed in the fol-
lowing order: (1) the variables which describe the 
flows of goods and services from the "producing sec-
tors" to the "using sectors," (these variables repre-
sent the inputs for production activity in the various 
"using sectors".); (2) the variable which makes up 
the portion of the output of a sector which flows 
directly to household consumption; and (3) the vari-
able which describes the total net output of the sector . 
Some simple mathematical notation has been intro-
duced to avoid the necessity of making· a descriptive 
title for each variable and to relate the economic 
model to the mathematic.'ll model employed. 
PRIM.\ltY AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
Primary agricultural production was classified to 
il1clude crop production and all other production 
where the products are harvested from the culture 
of plant life. Crops listed in "Agricultural Statistics" 
(38) and forestry production constituted the agri-
cultural enterprises included in the sector. 
The variables (flows to other sectors of the system) 
of the economic model included in primary agricul-
tural production were ;:(;12, X13, X14, Xl", Y 1 and .Xl.2 
The subscripts indicate the direction of the flow, i.e., 
X 12 is the quantity of net output of the first sector 
flowing to the second sector over some specified period. 
The SUbscript on the Y and X indicate the particular 
sector. The description of the variables is as follows: 
Xl" is the value of all feed fed to livestock including farm· 
grown grains, forage, hay, pasture and the net increase in 
, x" is the quantity of net output of primary a~rieu\tural pro-
duction flowing to secondary agricultural production. X,. is the 
quantity of net output of primary agricultural production flow-
in~ to the industry and servicc scctol·. X" is the quantity of net 
output of primary agricultural production flowing to foreign 
trade (exports). X,. is the qUantity of net output of primary agri-
cultural production flowing to government. 1', is the quantity of 
net output of primary agricultural prodUction flowing directly to 
houscholds (farm prodUcts consumed by farm households and 
products exchanged for consumption goods). X, is the net out-
put of primary' agricultural production. The part of total output 
used by the sector which prodllcerl it is not Included in the input-
output analysis. For example. the quantity of crop production 
used on farms for seed is not included in the flows of primary 
agricultm·al production. Therefore. output of the sector is re-
ferrell to as net output rather than total output. 
stocks of grain stored on farms and in bins owned by the 
Commodity Credit Corporation. The physical quantity of 
feed fed to livestoclr was obtained from the distribution of 
feed crops and other crops fed to livestock, (34, pp. 7-10 
and PP. 31·32) and (38). Where the distributions of crops 
were estimated for the crop year rather than the calendar 
year, a moving average of 2 years with a weight, 0.50, was 
used to estimate the quantity of feed fed to livestock dur-
ing the calendar year. The quantities of each feed fed to 
livestock were multiplied ,by the average prices received 
by farmers during the calendar year. Average prices were 
obtained from (31), (32) and (39). Where monthly priCes 
were not available, the seasonal average price reported in 
(38) was used. Little information was available on the 
estimates of the value of pasture. Jennings (18, p. 14) made 
estimates of the total feed units of pasture produced in the 
periods 1941-42, 1938-40 and 1929·33. These estimates were 
extJapolated to the years included in this study by the ratio 
of' total acres in pasture to total acres in farms determined 
from the agricultural census (34). One pasture feed unit 
was assumed equivalent to 1 pound of corn. The number of 
pasture feed units was multiplied by the average price of 
a pound of corn to estimate the value of pasture consumed 
by livestock. The net increase in the value of stocks of 
grain and other crops stored on farms and in bins owned 
or controlled by the Commodity Credit Corporation was 
estimated by the difference between stocks of grain at the 
beginning and end of the year (34) (38). The value was 
determined on the basis of average p,'ice or seasonal aver-
age price, depending upon the crop involved. 
x" is the value of all crops which flowed to industry, plus 
the value of forest products produced during the year. The 
quantity of crops flowing to industry was obtained as a 
residual quantity. The residual was computed by subtract-
ing the following from the total production: feed, seed, 
direct consumption on farms, exports, military procurement 
and the change in inventories held on farms and in govern-
ment bins. This residual was valued at the average price 
or seasonal average price depending upon the crop. The 
procedure was followed for all crops reported in (38), and 
the residua's were added to obtain an estimate of the value 
of crop production flowing to the industry and services 
sector. The value of forest products, including the value of 
"free use" timber and products of farm forestry (38), was 
added to the value of the residual quantity of crop pro-
duction discussed above. The method of estimating the 
quantity of feed, direct consumption and military procure-
ment is discussed at a later point. Exports are reported for 
the period July 1 to June 30 in (38); therefore, a moving 
average of 2 years with a weight. 0.50, was used to estimate 
the Iluantity of the crop exported during the calendar year. 
The estimate of the quantity of the crop used for seed was 
the previous year's estimate of the disposition of the crop 
for seed. The previous year's estimate of seed is based on 
the number of acres seeded the fo!lowing year (38). 
Xu is the value of all crops exported and assumed to flow 
to the foreign-trade sector. Most of the processing services 
for exported agricultural commodities is transportation 
and preparation for shipment. The values of these services 
are included in the industry and services sector rather than 
in the agricultural sector. In reality, all products involved 
in forei'5n trade pass through wholesale or retail firms 
before they reach the export market. Hence, all exports 
might be considered a flow to the industry and service.s 
sector. If this allocation were chosen, there would be no 
Interdependence coefficients to express the relationship 
between forelgn·trade activity and other economic sectors, 
parti:u!arly a,~ricuaure. Since it waR desirable to study the 
relationship between agricultural production and foreign-
trade activity, the net output of a sector which ultimately 
reaches the export market, without appreCiable change in 
form, was considered to be a flow from the sector to the 
foreign-trade sector. Services performed by flrms and house-
holds (labor sel'vlces) in carrying out the activities of 
foreign trade were Included in the industry and services 
sector. The quantity of each crop exported was given in 
(38); however, these quantities were used only In deter-
mining the residual quantity flowing to the industry and 
sel'vices sectol'. The annual value of crops exported was 
obtained from foreign-trade statistics (36). Using foreign-
trade statistics avoided the use of a moving average in 
determining the annual export of crops. There are some 
discrepancies in the valuation of the flow from agriculture 
to exports, since foreign·trade statistics do not value the 
products at producers' prices. Producers' prices were used 
for all othel' flows from primary agricultural production. 
These discrepancies are not serious in a small model. Other 
studies using large input'output models have given special 
consideration to this problem (6, p. 102). The values of the 
following exported commodities were included in the flow 
from primary agricultural production to foreign trade: 
(1) grains; (2) hay; (3) processed fruits; (4) fresh fruits; 
(5) fresh vegetables; (6) nuts; (7) seeds; (8) tobacco, 
unmanufactured; (9) cotton, unmanufactured; (10) wood, 
unmanufactured. 
x,. is the flow from primary agricultural production to 
govel nment. Included in this flow is the value of crops 
purchased by government, conservation payments to farm-
ers, payments for naval stores and payments under the 
Sugar Act. Crop production flowing directly to government 
il~cludes those quantities procured for military exports and 
for n:ilitary food use. Wheat was the only commodity which 
entered into this category in 1949. No quantities were given 
for the other 2 years included in the study. The quantity 
of wheat purchased by government under military pro, 
curement (38) was valued at the average price of wheat 
during the year. The aggregate estimates of government 
payments to agriculture were given in (38) for all years 
f!'Om 1929 to 1950. Government subsidy payments to agri-
culture are included in this variable since they are an addi-
tional retulU for agri~ultural output above that which was 
received through the marltet. 'This procedure can be criti-
cized on the ground that some subsidies to agriculture, 
those in 1939, are payments to withhold production rather 
than a reward for production which actually toolt place. 
Subsidies to agriculture could be trea~ed as a transfer pay-
ment in the input-output model. This method would elimi-
nate the subsidy flow from the model. However, a large 
portion of subsidies to farmers, such as ACP payments, are 
payments for practices which result in greater output; even 
the "parity payment.s" in 1939 (to compensate for decreased 
ac,eages) likely had the effect of encouraging a more effi-
cient agriculture and a greater production. 
Y, is the value of crops used by fa~m households and 
exchanged for consumption goods. The value of household 
consumption on farms and the value of crops exchanged 
for consumption goods were obtained fro:n the distribution 
of each crop (38). For those crop distributions, reported 
on a crop-year basis, a moving average of 2 years with 
equal weight, 0.50, was used to estimate direct farm-
househo:d consumption during the calendar year. 
X, is the value of net output of primary agricultural 
production. It was obtained by adding the dollar value of 
all flows from primary agricultural production to other 
sectors. 
SECONDARY AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
Secondary agricultural production was classified 
to includc all agricultural production resulting from 
the processing of crops through livestock and storage 
activities. Storage of grain on farms and in bins 
owncd or controlled by the Commodity Credit Cor-
poration was included as secondary production. Grain 
storage was treated as secondary production, because 
grain moving to storage has reached its terminus in 
the crop-production process but is used in later pro-
duction of livestock; storage itself is a type of pro-
duction giving more "time value" to crops. The vari-
ubles of the ecollomic model included in secondary 
agricultural production nrc :C21, X23, Xu, X2r., Y2 
nnd X 2• 
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XOl is the flow of secondary agricultural output to primary 
agricultural production. Manure produced by livestocl, and 
used on farms is the only resource included in this flow. 
The value of manure produced by livestock (assumed to 
be a flow into crop production) was estimated on the basis 
of total value of feed consumed by livestock. The value 
of a ton of manure was estimated from the average NPK 
content of manure and the price of three mixed commercial 
fertilizers. An average ton of barnyard manure contains 
10 pounds of nitrogen, 5 pounds of phosphorolls and 10 
pounds of potassium (27, p. 209). The 1949 price of a' 
pound of each nutrient was estimated to be 11 cents for 
nitrogen, 9 cents for phosphorous, and 9 cents for potas-
sium, uSing the prices of three mixed fertilizers: 2-12-6; 
3-12-6 and 4·12-4 (38). Prices paid by farmers for mixed 
fertilizers were not available for 1939 and 1929; therefore, 
the value of a ton of manure for 1949 was adjusted by the 
index of prices raid by farmers for fertilizer (38). The 
estimated values of a ton of manure for the 3 years were 
$2.53 for 1949, $1.70 for 1939 and $2.19 for 1929. 
x .. is the flow of secondary agricultural output to indus-
try and services. Included in this flow are the value of all 
livestock for s'aughter and all livestock products. Live-
stock products sold include dairy products, wool, mohair 
and eggs. Estimates of livesto~k sold for s'aughter and live-
stock products sold for other purposes were obtained from 
(38). 
Xo. is the flow of secondary agricultural products to 
foreign trade (exports). The value of livestock and raw 
livestock products makes up the flow of commodities in this 
category. As previously indicated for crop exports, live-
sto~k and livestock products exported a~so may not actually 
be considered as flowing directly from agriculture to the 
export market. To observe the interdependen~e between 
secondary agricultural production and exports, it was 
assumed that those products flowing from secondary agri-
cultural production to the export markets did not go 
through any major change in form because of processing 
and handling for shivment to foreign markets. The values 
of the following commodities exported in the years 1949, 
1939 and 1929 were included in the estimate of the vari-
able (36): (1) animals, live. eclible; (2) animals, live. 
inedible; (3) eggs, in shell and (4) wool, mohair, angora 
rabbit hah', unmanufactured. 
Y, is the flow of secondary agricultural production to the 
final bill of goods (household consumption). The value of 
livestock and livestock products consumed on farms 01' 
exchanged for other consumption goods provide the esti-
mate of the flow. Farm household consumption of livestocl{ 
was obtained from (38) for each of the following classes 
of livestock: cattle, hogs, si>eep and lamh. chickens and 
turkeys. To this was added the value of milk products and 
eggs consumed by farm households (38). 
X, is the value of the net output of secondary agricul-
tural production. It was obtained by adding the dollar value 
of all flows from secondary agricultural production to other 
sectors. 
INDtTS'l'RY .\lI,'!) SEHVICES 
Production of all nonfarm industries and services 
was aggregated into the industry and services sector. 
The industrial sector contributes thc greatest portion 
to the final-bill of goods (household consumption) and 
contributes most to employment in the Fnited State!;. 
The influence of the degree of aggregation in the 
industry and services sel'tor upon the estimates of thl! 
interdependence of economic sectors is discussed in 
a later section. Government enterprises, such as postal 
service, etc., are included in this sector. The variables 
of industry. and sen'ices are X31, X:12, X:14, Xa:;, Ya 
and X 3 • 
x.t is the flow from industry and services to primary 
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agricultural production. The value of commercial fertilizers, 
machinery repairs, building repairs, fuel and. oil, new ma-
chinery and equipment, seeds purchased by farmers and 
miscellaneous production expenses make up the flow. The 
value of fertilizer and lime used on farms was obtained 
from (38) except for the year 1949. The 1949 estimates 
were considered to be subject to considerable adjustment; 
therefore, more recent estimates from (29) were used for 
1949. The estimate of production expense for operation of 
motor vehicles includes expenditures for gasoline, oil, tires 
and repairs on tractors. Forty percent of the automobile 
expense is included in estimates for 1939 and 1929, and 
50 percent of the automobile expense is included in the 
1949 estimate (38). DepreCiation on buildings, machinery 
and equipment reported in (38) was the investment needed 
to maintain the condition of farm buildings, machinery 
and equipment at the beginning of the year in a constant 
state of re,:air. Only depreciation on machinery and equip-
ment was included in this variable. The 1949 figure for 
total depreciation given in (38) was reduced by the value 
of new buildings, huilding repairs and fence construction 
given in (29, p. 39). The 1939 and 1929 totals given in (38) 
were reduced by the expenditures and depreciation on 
buildings given in (33, p. 42). Miscellaneous production 
expenses for insecticides .. twine, ginning, irrigation, seed 
and nursery stock given in (38) are aggregated with elec-
tricity, insurance, veterinary services, dairy supplies and 
other livestock expEnses. Only estimates for seed expenses 
(30, p. 8) are given separately. Since seed includes the 
major part of the miscellaneous production costs of crop 
prodUction, only this item was included in this variable. 
The balance of miscellaneous production expenses was 
considered a flow to' secondary agricultural production. 
XO! is the flow from industry and services to secondary 
agricultural production. The value of commercial feeds fed 
to livestoclr, new construction of buildings and fences, 
electric power, and veterinary services and supplies makes 
up this flow. The value of commercial feeds purchased by 
the secondary agricultural production sector was estimated 
by multiplying the annual disappearance of feedstuffs by 
the average price pel' ton, bagged in wholesale lots, at 
leading markets (38). Disappearance of commercial feeds 
are given for the year beginning Oct. 1; therefore, a 
moving average of 2 years with a weight, 0 50, was used 
to estimate the disappearance during the calendar year. 
No comparable data are available for 1929. The total pro-
duction expense for feed bong-ht for all years is given in 
(38). 'rhe average ratio of total value of feed bought and 
value of commercial feed consumed in 1949 and 1939 was 
used to estimate the value of commercial feed bought by 
farmers in 1929. Denreciation and repair on buildings and 
fences was avai~able for 1949 (29, p. 39). Estimates of 
these expenses for 1939 and 1929 included only depreciation 
and expenses on buildin;:s (33, p. 42). Miscellaneous pro· 
duction expenses less the value of seed purchased were 
included in this variable as was discussed under the vari-
able X:I1. 
X::. is the flow of goods from industry and services to 
foreign trade, namely, exports. Exports of industrial pro-
duction were obtained from foreign-trade statistics (36). 
The total value of general exports was adjusted by the 
va'ue of agricultural exports included in XI< and XO:t and 
the value of govel'llment sales abroad (40, p. 155). 
x,<, is the flow from industry and services to government. 
This flow includes the value of the goods and servi::es pur-
chased by government from business and industry reported 
in (40), excluding the value of goods and services pur-
chased by govemment enterprises. The total value of gov-
ernment purchases was reduced by the value of agricultural 
crops purchased by government previously reported in Xt •• 
TIle "ba'ance on government subsidies and ,p."ovel'nment 
enterprises" reported in the Department of Commerce's 
accounts of national income was included in this variable. 
In the model, government enterprises are a part of the 
industry and services sector; therefore, this item was in-
cluded in the flow from industry and services to govern· 
ment. 
Y., is the flow from industry and services to households. 
It represents the value of the final goods produced by in-
dustry and services, excluding goods used for capital in-
vestment and replacement. Household consumption of 
industrial production and services was estImated from per-
sonal expenditures for durable and nondurable goods and 
services. The annual value is reported in national income 
statistics (40, pp. 198-199). Total personal expenditure re-
ported was adjusted by deducting the value of food pro· 
duced and consumed on farms, the value of fuel and ice 
produced and consumed on farms and rental value of farm 
houses (40, pp. 192-193). 
X,, is the net output of industry and services. The value 
of the net output was obtained by adding the dollar value 
of all flows from industry and services. 
FOREIGN TRADE 
Foreign-trade activity is treated as a sector using 
inputs and producing outputs. Exports are the inputs 
or flows from other sectors to the foreign-trade sector, 
and imports ate the outputs of the sector. A problem 
arises in input-output models as to how to allocate 
imports among the other sectors of the economy. Two 
alternatives are available: (1) Imports can be allo-
cated to the sectors which produce similar products. 
For example, imports of agricultural products would 
be allocated to the agricultural sector and added to 
the net output of agriculture. (2) Imports can be 
allo('ated directly to the sectors which lISe them. 
Leontief (22, p: 164) used the TIrst method. It is 
argued that 1he technical structures of the sectors of 
the economy are determined by ratios' of inputs to 
outputs regardless of the origin of the inputs. For 
example, the flow of COttOll to industrial usc docs not 
distinguish between domestic cotton and imported 
cotton. This method does not separate domestic pro-
duction from foreign production when the results are 
used to guide policies aifeeting domestic production. 
1'he second alternative was used in this stndy. Im-
ports were allocated directly to the sectors which used 
them. Cotton produced by domestic agriculture is 
ineludcd in the flow from primary agricultural pro-
duction to industry and services (.T1:1). Imported cot-
tOll is included in the flow from foreign trade to in-
dustry and services (X43). This method of allocating 
imports does separate domestic production from 
foreig'Jl proo.uctioll. Input-output models using the 
second choice may be more useful in determining 
policies affecting domestic prodnction. In allocatillg 
imports to the sectors which nse them, imports were 
assumed to flow to three sectors: industry and ser-
vices, government ano. households. 1'he flows from 
foreign trade (imports) were designated X4', X45 
and Y.!. 
.1'13 is the ftow of imports to industry and services. The 
value of imports consumed by industry and services was 
the total value of general imports (36) less the value of 
imports allocated to households and government. 
x •• is the ftow of imports to government. It is represented 
by the value of government purchases from- abroad. The 
value of government purchases from abroad was given in 
the Department of Commerce's accounts of government 
expenditures in the estimates of national income (40, p. 
155). 
y, is the ftow of imports to households. These are com-
modities which are purchased for final consumption. Again. 
these commodities may not flow directly to households but 
are handled by retail firms. In estimates of national income, 
finished Il!aIlUfactures and manufactured foodstuffs are 
not included in personal consumption expenditures but in 
net foreign investment. For this reason, the Department 
of Commerce's aggregation of general imports by economic 
classes (crude materials, crude foodstuffs, semimanufac-
tures and finished manufactures [36]) was used to deter-
mine the flow of the imports to households. Manufactured 
foodstuffs and finished manufactures less government pur-
clIas€s from abroad were used to estimate the flow of im-
ports to direct consumption by households. 
X, is the value of general imports. It represents the "net 
output" of the foreign-trade sector of the economy. 
GOVERN.M EN'l' 
Government is treated similarly to any other sector 
of the economy in input-output studies. It can be 
visualized as a sector producing an output of services 
consumed by other sectors and consuming the prod-
ncts of other sectors as its inputs. The flow of govern-
men t services (output) is measured by the value of 
government receipts, and the flow from other sectors 
of the economy to the government sector (input) is 
m('aslll'ed by government expenditures. The flows of 
government services to other sectors arc represented 
by X 51 , X 52 , x,,'" :r".[ and Y:;. The total value of govern-
ment services is represented by XU, 
X,.1 is the flow of services to primary agricultural produc-
tion. Real-estate tax and personal-property tax on machinery 
was assumed to be a measure of the ftow of services. Real· 
estate tax and personal-property tax paid by agriculture 
were obtained from (38). All real·estate tax paid by farm 
owners was included as a payment to government by the 
primary agricultural sector. The portion of personal· 
property tax paid t.o government by primary agricultural 
production was estimated by the ratio of the total value 
of all livestock on farms at the beginning of the year and 
the total farm investment in livestock, machinery and 
equipment at the beginning of the year. 
x,., is the flow of government services to secondary agri-
cultural production. It was estimated by the value of per-
sonal-property taxes on livest.ock. The portion of personal. 
property tax paid by agriculture and not included in x., 
constituted the estimate of personal-property tax paid by 
secondary agricultural production. 
;T,.' is the flow of government services to industry and 
services. It was estimated by tlle value of corporate tax 
accruals, property and personal taxes on business, indirect 
business tax and non-tax accruals. The estimate of cor-
porate profits tax accruals was obtained from (40, p. 154). 
Indirect business tax and non tax accruals, less the real-
estate and personal-property tax paid by agricultUre, were 
included in this variable as the indirect business tax and 
nontax accl'uals paid by the industry and services sector. 
.1"4 is the flow from government to the foreign-trade sec-
tOI' which is made up of two components: (1) the ftow of 
government services to the foreign-trade sector and (2) 
the flow of goods and services sold abroad by the United 
States government. The flow of government services can be 
thought of as the services which government performs in 
the conduct of foreign·trade activity; however, it does not 
include the salaries of government cust.oms officials. This 
ftow was estimated by the value of government revenues 
from customs (40. pp. 154-155). The flow of goods and ser-
vices sold abroad by government was estimated by gross 
sales of government abroad (40 pp. 154-155). 
Yo is the ftow of govel'l1ment services to the household 
sector (final bill of goods). 'This ftow is estimated by the 
value of personal tax and non tax revenues not chargeable 
to business and the contributions of employees to social 
insurance. Personal tax and non tax revenues not charge-
able to business wel'e obtained from (40. p. 154), and con· 
tributions of employees to social insurance were obtained 
from (40, p. 155). 
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x. is the value of government expenditures reported in 
(40) plus the subsidy payment to agriculture. It represents 
the net output of the government sector. 
HOUSEHOLD (LABOR) 
Although households do not constitute a seetor of 
the economy in the same sense as other sectors in the 
input-output analysis, the sector does supply the 
primary factor of. production (labor). The value of 
labor serviccs is included in the analysis to predict 
the level of employment associated with any assumed 
level of net output in other sectors and with any 
assumed level of final bill of goods (household con-
sumption). The flows of labor services from house-
holds to other sectors arc represented by X61, X02, 
X83 and X85. The level of employment is represented 
by Xo. The data used to estimate the input of labor 
services in each sector of the economy, except agri-
culture, were obtained from the Department of Com-
merce estimates of national income (40). The estimate 
of wages and salaries for agriculture in national-
income statistics includes only hired labor and ignores 
the value of family labor used in the agricultural 
sectors. Other sources are available for estimating the 
hours of labor required in agricultural production 
which do include family labor. 
XOI is the value of all labor used in the production of 
crops and forestry prodUcts. An aggregate estimate of labor 
required by enterprises on farms in terms of man-hours 
was available in (38). The estimates were given for all 
livestock production, all crop production and farm. main-
tenance. The man-hours of labor required on farms for crop 
production, plus a proportionate share of the man·hours 
required for farm maintenance, were multiplied by the 
average hourly wage for farm labor without board (38). 
The hourly wage was not reported for 1929; therefore, the 
wage per day without board was used and an 8-hour day 
was assumed. The proportionate share of the labor requit'e-
ment for farm maintenance was estimated to be the same 
as the proportion of all other agricultural inputs used for 
primary agriculture. The percent allocated to primary agri-
cultural production was 67.3 percent for 1949, 68 percent fOI' 
1939 and 73 percent for 1929. The hourly wage rates were 
0.68 dollars per hour for 1949, 0.20 dollars per hour for 
1939 and 0.28 dollars per hour for 1929. Wages and salaries 
paid forestry workers (40, pp. 160-161) and supplements 
to wages and salaries of forestry workers (40, pp. 162-163) 
were added to the value of farm labor used in primary agri-
cultural production. 
x"" is the value of labor used in the production of live-
stock. The estimate of man·hours of labor required for live-
stock production, plus a proportionate share of the man-
hours of labor required for farm maintenance (38), was 
multiplied by the same hourly wage rates used in esti-
mating :COl. The proportionate share of man-hours of labor 
required for farm maintenance was estimated by the ratio 
of the total value of all other inputs to secondary agricul-
tural production and the total value of all inputs to agri-
culture other than labor. The percent allocated to secondary 
agricultural production was 32.7 percent for 1949, 32 per-
cent for 1939 and 27 percent for 1929. 
1L"63 is the value of labor used in the industry and services 
sector. It was estimated by total wages, salaries and supple-
ments to wages of worlrers in industry and services and 
government enterprises. The wage bill for industry, ser-
vices and government enterprises was determined by adding 
the value of wages and salaries by industry given in (40, 
pp. 160-161) for' all industries. and services except farms, 
forestry and general government. To tIlis was added the 
value of supplements to wages and salaries for all indus-
tries and services except farms, forestry and general gov-
ernment (40, pp. 162-163). 
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x.. is the value of labor used by government. It was 
estimated by the total wages and salaries, and supplements 
to wages and salaries of government employees. Govern-
ment salaries and wages (40, p. 155), plus supplements to 
wages and salaries of general government (40, pp. 162-163), 
were reduced by the amount of wages and salaries paid by 
government enterprises (40, pp. 162-163). It was assumed 
that employers' contributions to social insuraance were 
payments to households for labor services which in reality 
reach workers at retirement age. In turn, these items were 
excluded from the flows to government. 
INTER-SECTOR FLOWS 
The previous section describes the variables includ-
ed in the input-output model and the, sources of the 
data used to estimate the flows of resources from one 
sector to another. Once the estimates of the flows of 
resources among the sectors of the economy have been· 
obtained, relationships among thc sectors can be con-
structed; these express the magnitude of the inter-
dependence of production in the various sectors. 
The empirical data arc arranged into tables to 
facilitate the derivation of the input coefficients of 
each sector. The number of input coefficients for any 
one particular sector is equal to the number of other 
sectors contributing to the product of the particular 
sector. An input coefficient expresses the amount of 
product from one "contributing" sector necessary 
fOl" a unit output of the sector in question. Once these 
input coefficients, which are of interest in themselves, 
have been computed, they are used for determining 
the interdependence coefficients. The input coefficients 
are first used, however, to set up mathematical re-
lationships which describe the activities of the econ-
omy in a single year. By examining the input coef-
ficients, we can determine their magnitude in relation 
to the net output in the particular sector. For example, 
a question in the agricultural economy is that of the 
inter-relation of crop and livestock production. \Vhat 
are the requirements placed on primary agriculture 
when secondary production is increasing~ What 
amount of crop product from primary agriculture is 
necessary for each "unit increase" in output of live-
stock~ 
From the basic input and flow relationships describ-
ing the activities of the economy, estimates of par-
ametcrs describing the relationships between consump-
tion and production arc derived. These relationships 
are referred to as the interdependence coefficients to 
distinguish them from the previously discussed input 
coefficients. They show the changes in output of each 
sector necessary for or corresponding to each unit 
change in consumption by households. . 
Table 1 shows the dollar value of all the flows 
among the sectors, components of the final bill of 
goods and the net outputs of the five sectors for 1949. 
The first column in the table shows the flows of goods 
and services to primary agricultural production from 
all the other sectors. No flow appears in the table 
from foreign trade to primary agricultural produc-
tion. Where no flow appears between two sectors, it 
was assumed that no products of the sector producing 
the outputs are used in the production of sectors con-
suming the outputs. Some of the gross total output 
of a sector is consumed by the same sector which pro-
TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF THE UNITED STATES ECONOMY, 1919. 
(l\ULLIONS OF DOLLARS) 
Sectors Sectors consuming the net output 
producing Primary Secondary Industry 
the net agricultural agricul tural and 
output production production services 
Primary (Xto) (X13) 
Agricultural 
production 11,575 7,298 
Secondary (x"1) (X,.) 
agrlcul tural 
production 697 15,304 
Industry (x.,) (x"") 
anll 
services 7,330 2,579 
Foreign (x,.) 
trade 
(imports) 4,636 
Government (X.,) (x"") (x",,) 
768 56 31.628 
Household (x.,) (x .. ) (x •• ) 
labor 7,759 4,980 117,309 
Total outlays 16.494 19,190 176,175 
duced it. For example, secondary agricultUl'al pro-
duction produces livestock which is used to replace 
breeding animals. This part of the total output does 
not appear in the input-output flows. In input-output 
analysis, it. is assumed t.hat any output of a sector 
that is consumed by the same sector is necessary for 
the production of the net output which eventually 
flows from it.3 Likewise, no variables are included 
denoting a flow of primary agriculture to itself. The 
sixth c::>lumn of table 1 is the final bill of goods (house-
hold consumption). Each figure in this last column is 
the dollar value of products and services produced by 
the corresponding sector and consumed by households 
during 1949. Net output (column 7, table 1) is the 
total dollar value of all goods and services, produced 
by the sector, which flowed to other sectors or was 
consumed by households. 
The input-output flow table shows the dollar values 
of physical product and services from other sectors 
which were consumed by a particular sector in pro-
ducing the latter's net output. Primary agriculture 
consumed 697 million-s of dollars' worth of secondary 
agricultural outpnt, 7,330 millions of doIlars' worth 
of industry and services output, 768 millions of dol-
lars' worth of government services Hnd 7,759 millions 
of dollars' worth of labor services to produce 21,797 
millions of dollars' worth of net output. 
INPUT COEFFICIENTS 
The flows in table 1 provide the information for 
estimating the relationship between the inputs and 
3 This part of the output of a seetor lIoes not depend "directly" 
upon flows from any other sector and no separate input coeffi-
cient is computed for it. Feed is required to produce replacement 
livestock In secondary agriculture. However, the flow of feed 
from primary agricultural production for this purpose is com-
puted as a component of the input coefficient for livestock which 
actuallY moves out of seconllary agriculture. The .flows Into a 
sector can be thought of as the quantity of resources required 
to produce the tlow of product out of the sectol' and assure a 
perpetuation of the fiow. };'or this reason, no items appear In the 
diagonal of table 1. 
Foreign 
trade Government Household Net (exports) consumption output 
(xu) (X,.) (V,) (Xt> 
1,795 527 601 21,796 
(x .. ) (y,) (X,) 
40 1,721 17,762 
(x .. ) (x .. ) (Y.) (X.) 
10,587 19.988 175.682 216.166 
(x .. ) (y.) (X.) 
4.146 1.987 10.769 
(x • .> (yol (X.) 
693 21,565 54,700 
(x ... ) 
. 20,.124 
13,115 45,085 201 t 557 
outputs of each sector. Again, the input coefficients 
show the amount of flow from other sectors necessHry 
for a "dollar's worth" of net output of the sector in 
question. These input coefficients are computed by 
dividing each flow in the columns in table 1 by the 
corresponding net output of the sector in question in 
the last column of the table. To calculate the input 
coefficients for primary agricultural production, the 
flows from the other sectors (697, 7,330, 768 and 
7,759) are divided by 21,797. The input coefficients 
are 0.032 for secondary agricultural products, 0.336 
for industry and services products, 0.035 for govern-
ment services and 0.356 for labor services. This pro-
cedure has been carried out for all five sectors, and 
the input coefficients for 1949 are presented in table 
2. The inpnt coefficients are identified as a12, a13, aH, 
etc. By a'a, we refer to the" dollar's worth" of input 
from primary agriculture necessary for a "dollar's 
\\'orth" of 11et output in secondary agriculture; the 
subl'lcripts parallel thosc for the flows of the previous 
section. 
The input coefficients calculated from the data in 
table 1 are the technical production coefficients for 
the aggregate· production within each sector. They are 
assnmed, by the input-output type of analysis, to be 
constant for deviations from the values ohsel',"ed in 
1949. 'Ve can now assume changes in the quantity of 
output prcduced by a scctor and examine, within the 
eonstraints of linearity imposed by the technique, the 
impact of the change upon production of other sectors. 
Firat, assumed changes in the level of output in the' 
two a~rieultnl'al sectors will be examined to illustrate 
the t~'pe of analrsis which can be made from the 
technical production coefficients computed from the 
1!J4!) data. Second, postulated changes in both the 
le\'el of output and the technical coefficient will he 
used to predict future requirements of resource flows 
among the sectors, should the designated changes take 
place. Third, the input-output technique will be ap-
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TABLE 2. TECHNICAL INPUT COEFFICIENTS AND CONSUMPTION OF THE l.'NITED STATES ECONOMY, 1949. 
Sectors 
producing 
the net 
output 
Sectors consuming the net output 
Primary Secondary 
agricultural agricultural 
production production 
Industry 
and 
services 
Foreign 
trade 
Household 
Government (consumption) 
millions 
Primary 
agricultural 
production 
Secondary 
agrIcultural 
production 
Industry 
and 
services 
Foreign 
trade 
Government 
Household 
labor 
(a .. ,) 
0.032 
(a3,) 
0.336 
(afil) 
0.035 
(a61 ) 
0.356 
( at.) 
0.652 
(a..,) 
0.145 
(a",,) 
0.003 
(a.,) 
0.280 
(at.) 
.0.034 
(a •• ) 
0.071 
(a,.) 
0.021 
(a",,) 
0.146 
(a .. ) 
0.543 
plied as a method of estimating future allocation of 
resources to attain an assumed level of agricultural 
production. Finally, the labor coefficients for each 
seetor will be used to estimate the level of employment 
associated with assumed levels of net output and nn 
assumed level of household consumption (final bill 
of goods). 
Using the coefficients in table 2, we can obsene the 
impact of changcs in the net outpnts of primary or 
secondary agriculture or in production control upon 
the flows from other sectors. In 1949, 1 dollar's 
worth of increase in the net output of primary agri-
cultural production would have neceHsitated the fol-
lowing increases from other sectors: 0.032 dollar's 
worth of net output from secondal';\r agricnltural pro-
duction, 0.336 dollar's worth of net output from 
industry and serviccs, 0.035 dollar's worth of goyern-
ment services and 0.356 dollar's worth of labor. (It 
must be emphasized that thcse coefficients represent 
the aggregate relationship between two sectors in 
19"1!:1. The~T do not relate to an~T specific commodities 
which might be included in thc flow of resources 
between two sectors.) The first coefficient is the flow 
of fertilizer produced by livestock pel' unit of net 
output of crops and forestry products; the second 
cO('fficient is the flow of commercial fertilizer, pur-
chased seed, im;ecticides, fnel, oil, machinery and 
power, etc.; the third coefficient is the flow of public 
serviccs rendered to agriculture by government per 
unit of net output of crops and forestry products. 
Government services can be thought of as those ren-
dered in connection with conservation, education, 
rescarch, extension, market news, weather reporting, 
etc. The last coefficient is the flow of the value of the 
operator, family and hired labor in agriculturc per 
unit of net output in primary agriculture. 
The impact of a change in secondflry agricultural 
output also can be examined from thc coefficients in 
ihe second column of table 2. A 1 dollar's worth of 
increase in. the net output of secondary agricultural 
output would have necessitated an increase of 0.652 
dollars worth of primary agricultural output, i.e., 
the quantit~' of feed fed livestock, including hay and 
pasture, would need to inerease by 0 652 dollars for 
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0.167 
(a,,) 
0.004 
0.983 
(a .. ) 
0.064 
0.010 
(a33) 
0.365 
(a .. ) 
0.076 
(a..) 
0.373 
of dollars 
(Yl) 
601 
(Y.) 
1,721 
(Y.) 
175,682 
(Y.) 
1,987 
(Yo) 
21,565 
each dollar of increase in livestock production. Indus-
try and services output would need to increase 0.145 
dollar's worth for each 1 dollar increase in secondary 
output. This category includes commercial feed, veter-
inary supplies and services, electric power, livestock 
equipment, etc. Service of govcrnment would need to 
incrEase by 0.003 dollar's worth, and labor services 
would need to increase by 0.280 dollar's worth pel' 
dollar of net output. Thus, secondary agricultural 
output is more dependent on primary agricultul'e 
than on any other one of the sectors; household labor 
is next in magnitude of input coefficient. For primary 
agriculture, labor from households is the most im-
portant input while the input coefficient for industry 
relative to agricultural output is second in magnitude. 
Secondary agriculture provides a much greater input 
coefficient for industry than does primary agricul-
ture, although the labor input coefficient is much 
greater than either. Agricultural coefficients are both 
fo'mall for foreign trade, relative to industry;, a similar 
situlltion holds true for government. 
'fhe data call be used to calculate the percent change 
required in the net output of all other sectors when 
the net outputs of primary or secondary agriculture 
increase by 10 percent. Table 3 shows the absolute 
change in the value of the net outputs of the sectors 
when the value of the net output of a particular sec-
tor increases by 10 percent. The first column indicates 
the dollar value of increase which must occur in each 
sector if the dollar value of primary agricultural out-
put is to increase by 10 percent; the second column 
indicates the same relationship for a 10-percent in-
crease in secondary agricultural production.4 A 10-
'Each flgure in table 3 was obtained by multiplying 10 per-
cent of the net output of each sector in table 1 by the correspond-
Ing input coefficient in table 2. For example, the absolute flow 
from secondary agricultural production to primary agricultural 
production (69,744 thousand dollars) was obtained by multi-
plying 10 percent of 21.797 million dollars by 0.032. The abso-
lute Increase is converted to a percentage of the 1949 net out-
put, In table 4. Each percent in table 4 was obtained by dividing 
the absolute flow in table 3 by the net output of thc correspond-
Ing sector In table 1. For example. the percent of increase in 
secondary agricultural output associated with a 10-percent in-
CJ'ease in prImary agricultural output, I.e., the input from sec-
ondar~· agriculture necessary to allow the 10-perccnt Increase in 
output of primary agriculture. 0.392 percent, was obtained by 
diyiding 69,744 (table 3) by 17.762,000 (table 1). 
TABLE 3. ABSOLUTE CHANGE IN NET OUTPUT OF SECTORS SUPPLYING INPUTS AND LABOR SERVICES ASSOCIATED 
\VI'l'H A 10-PERCENT CHANGE IN NET OUTPU'l" 1949. (THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS). 
Expanding sectors: sectors consuming inputs 
Sectors 
supplying 
inputs 
Primary 
agricultural 
production 
Secondary Indu&try Foreign 
agricultural and trade Government 
production services (exports) 
Primary agricultural production ___ _ 5.310 3.348 0.823 0.242 
Secondary agricultural production __ 1.530,405 3.972 
Industry and services ____________ _ 
69,744 
733,000 257,894 1,058,665 1,998,764 
Foreign trade ___________________ _ 463,568 
--------
41-1,600 
Government ______ . _______________ _ 5,555 .3,162,824 69,300 
Houscholc\ (labor) _______________ _ 
76.766 
775,924 498,032 11,730,900 -------- 2,042,400 
percent increase in the two agricultural sectors has 
little effect upon the net outputs of other scctors. 
PRODUCTION CON'rROLS AKD RESOURCE FLOWS IN 
AGRICULTURE 
Input-output analysis can, within the constrailltr:; 
of t he model, he used to evaluate policies such as 
agricultural control programs. The preYiolUl tables 
pl'ovide the predicted effects of production control in 
a particular sector of agriculture. These figures show 
that in terms of interdependence, production control 
woulU be more effective in secondary than in primary 
agriculture. A decrease of 10 percent in primary agri-
culture would he, within the constraints of linearity 
impcscd by the model, accompanied by a decrease of 
only 70 million dollars or 0.4 percent in secondary 
agdclllture; a decrease of 10 percent in secondary 
agriculture would necessitate a reduction of 10 per-
cent in this r:;ector, and also it would reduce the 
"needed flo\\," from primary agriculture b~' 5.3 per-
cent (table 4)." In other words, crop production con-
trol has a relatively r:;mall effect on livestock produc-
t ion, even within the constraints of the model; re-
laxing the model to allow nonlinear production oppor-
tunities and the possibilities of reSOUl'ce substitution 
(particularly for feeds) would likely mean an even 
• The reduction uutlined abo\'c would be offset 'slightJ~- b~- the 
difference in the absolute change of a 10-pcrcent reduction in the 
sector because primary agricultural output exceclls secondary 
agricultural output. The magnitude of the reduction in total 
agl'iculturul output would not be possible if grain prcviotlRly 
Ilowin!\' to feed use was allowed to enter other flow'" in the system 
-sellill!\, the grain in the cash market. This is actually what a 
marketing quota attempts to accomplish; thus, it would appear 
that marl{eting quotas must supplement any control program 
directed at secundary agricultural production. 
smaller reduction in secondary output for a 10-percent 
reduction in primary output. 
PREDICTION 01<' FU1'URE OU'l'PUT 
Other repor'.s' have indicated needed increases in 
agricultural pi'oduction if the food needs of the H175 
predicted population arc to be met. '1'he United States 
President's Mnterials Policy Commission report (41, 
p. (4) indicates a need for a 37.9-percent increase in 
secondar)- agricultural productioll and a 30.3-percent 
increase in primary agricultural prouuction to supply 
the 1915 domestic" demand" for food products. The 
predieted impact of these required changes in agri-
('ulture upon othcr sectors of the economy, as well as 
among agricultural sectors, can be observed from data 
in table 4 . ..-\ 30.3-percent increase in· primary agri-
cultural produetioll in 1949 would have necessitated: 
(1) a l.IS-percent increase in secondary agricultural 
ou1put; (2) a 1.02-percent increase in industry and 
services; aml (3) a 0.42-percent increase in govern-
ment services.'; .. \ 37.9 pOl'cent increase in secondary 
agricultural net output in 1949 would have necessi-
tated: (1) a 20.1-perccnt increase in primary agri-
C"ultural production; (2) a 0.45-pe1'cent increase in 
industr;\' and ser,-ices output; and (3) a 0.03-percent 
increase in government sel'Yices. These statistics refer, 
of cOurs2, to the model used and the technological 
structure existing in 1949. Improyed techniques would 
change these coefficients. Then, too, substitute re-
sonrces might canse shifts between sector flows. Fer-
tility needs in primary agrienlture, for example, 
o Input-output anal~'sis is based on lincar homogenous produc-
tion functions. Therefore. cffects of any percent change in net 
output is obtained by multiplying the pcrcentages in table 4 by 
the multiple of the percent change. 
TABLE 4. PERCENT OJ<' INCREASE IN NET OUTPUTS OF SECTORS SUPPLYING INPUTS ASSOCIATED WITH A 10-PER-
CENT INCREASE IN NET OUTPUT, 1949. 
Sectors 
supplying 
mputs 
Pr'imary agricultural production -- __ 
Secondal')' agricultural production --
Industry and services -------------
Foreign trade (imports) -----------
Government _____________________ _ 
Primary 
agricultural 
production 
0.392 
0.339 
0.140 
Expanding sectors: 
Secondal')' 
agricultural 
production 
5.310 
0_119 
0.010 
sectors consuming-
Industry 
and 
services 
3.318 
8.616 
4.305 
5.781 
inputs 
Foreign 
trade 
(exports) 
0.823 
0.022 
0.490 
--------
0.126 
Government 
0.242 
0.925 
3.850 
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might be met by fertilizer from industry rather than 
from an increase by 1.18 percent in the flow from 
secondary agriculture. 
Table 5 shows the absolute change in the net out-
puts of the sectors associated with the 30.3-percent 
and 37.9-percent increases in agricultural net output. 
Secondary agriculture would depend mainly on labor 
(households) and primary agriculture for its post-
ulated 37.9-percent incrcase (41) to meet population 
needs. Primary agriculture would depend more on 
labor and industry; improved techniques over 3 de-
cades might throw the flows even more in the direc-
tion of industry.7 
INTERDEPENDENCE OF CONSUMPTION AND 
NET OUTPUT 
The previous s2ction was concerned with the im-
pacts of direct changes on net outputs. The input-
output analysis also provides a basis for an analysis 
of the interdependence of household consumption and 
net outputs. In this section, a change in household 
consumption is assumed, and the impact upon net 
outputs of the sectors is observed with the aid of 
interdependence coefficients. To obtain the inter-
dependence coefficients, it is necessary to set up a 
system of linear equations describing the flows among 
the sectors of the economy. 
The following system' of equations describes the 
1949 activities among seetors of the United States 
economy: 
X 1 -0.652 X 2 -O.034 X 3 -O.167 X 4 -O.010 X5= 601 
-0.032 Xl + X 2 -O.071 X a-0.004 X 4 1,721 
-0.336 X I -0.l45 X 2+ Xa-0.983 X 4 -O.365 XG=175,682 
-0.021 X a+ X 4 -O.076 X5=: 1,987 
-0.035Xl -0.003 X 2 -O.146 Xa-0.064 X 4+ Xs= 21,565 
The coefficients of this system of equations are the 
production coefficients of each sector which were de-
rived in table 2. Xl, X 2, X a, X 4 and X~ are the net 
outputs of the five sectors of the economy. The con-
stants or the right-hand side of the equations consti-
tute the final bill of goods; they correspond to the 
7 The flows of government services to agriculture suppose a 
subsidy-production complex of the nature existing in 1949; this 
condition Is based on the 1949 model. By 1975. the national pro-
grams may have changed greatly. and also. the relationship is 
not necessary for agriculture production but only expresses an 
extension of the 1949 Input-output coefficients. 
TABLE 5. ABSOLUTE CHANGE IN NET OUTPUTS ASSO-
CIATED WITH A CHANGE IN AGRICULTURAL NET 
OUTPUTS, 1949. (?lIILLIONS OF DOLLARS). 
Sectors 
PrImary agriculture ____ _ 
Secondary agriculture ___ _ 
Industry and services __ _ 
Government ____________ _ 
Household (labor) _____ _ 
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30.3 percent 
increase in 
priInal'Y 
agriculture 
211 
2,221 
233 
2,351 
37.9 percent 
increase in 
secondary 
agriculture 
4,387 
977 
21 
1,888 
last column in table 2. Eaeh negative term on the 
left-hand side of the equation is the quantity (dollar 
value) of produet flowing from one sector to another. 
For example, 0.652 X 2 is the quantity of product flow-
ing from the first scctor (the term appears in the first 
equation) to the second sector (the second term in 
the equation). The first equation states that if we 
multiply the input coefficient (0.652) by the output 
for secondary agriculture (X2 ), we get 0.652Xl'{,762 
or 11,575. This is the flow of goods and services from 
primary to secondary agriculture as indicated in 
table 1. Following this procedure for other sectors and 
subtracting the quantities from Xl (21,797), we get 
a remainder of Xl (601) flowing directly to house-
holds. 
The solution of the above system of equations re-
snlts in a new set of eoefficients describing the re-
lationship between the final bill of goods (eonsump-
tion of households) and the level of net output. Given 
a final bill of goods, it is possible to predict the 11et 
output of each sector necessary to produce this same 
final bill of goods (household consumption). These 
predictions can be made from the interdependence 
coefficients determined from the solution of the sys-
tem of equations above. The 1949 interdependence 
coefficients obtained from the solution of the system 
of equatiOlls are given in table 6.H 
CHANGES IN CONSUMPTION' 
The coeffieients of table 6 show the interdepend-
ence between the final bill of goods (c::msumption by 
households) and the level of output in each sector. 
The first column shows the amount by which an in-
crease of 1 dollar's worth in direct demand (i.e., 
household consumption of primary products) in the 
net outputs of primary agriculture would increase 
the output of other sectors.9 In 1949, 1 dollar's worth 
of inerease in the direct demand for primary agri-
cultural products would "result" in an increase of 
0.064 dollar's worth in secondary agricultural pro-
duction; 0,418 dollar's worth in industry and service 
production; 0.017 dollar's worth in foreign trade 
(imports) ; and 0.100 dollar's worth in government 
services. These quantities would be required for the 
increase of 1 dollar's worth of goods in primary agri-
culture. A 1 dollar's worth of increase in the direct 
demand for secondary agricultural products would 
result in an increase of 0.705 dollar's worth in pri-
mary agricultural production; 0.441 dollar's worth 
in industry and services production; 0.017 dollar's 
worth in foreign-trade imports; and 0.094 dollar's 
worth in governmcnt services. These quantities might 
bc considered to be the "secondary effect" of an in-
erease in direct demand for one sector; an increase 
of 1 dollar's worth of direct demand for secondary 
agriculture is forthcoming only with a flow of 0.705 
dollar's worth of production from primary agrieul-
ture, 0.441 from industry, etc. 
• See the following for an explanation of the method used In 
solving the original system of equations: G. A. Peterson. Use 
of input-output analysis in estimating interdependence of agri-
culture and other see tors. Unpublished Ph.D. thesis. Iowa State 
College Library, Ames, Iowa. 1953. 
• By "direct demand" we refer to goods demanded for con-
sumption in households, rather than those demanded for use by 
other producing sectors. 
TABLE 6. INTJ~RDEPENDENCE COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN THE FINAL BILL OF GOODS AND NET OUTPUTS FOR 1949. 
Sectors with increase in direct demand 
Sectors 
producing 
the net 
output 
Primary 
agricultural 
production 
Secondary Industry Foreign 
trade 
(exports) agricultural and 
Government 
production services 
Primary agricultural production ___ _ 
Secondary agricultural production __ 
Industry and services _______ ~ ____ _ 
Foreign trade ___________________ _ 
Government _____________________ _ 
1.059 
0.064 
0.418 
0.017 
0.100 
Again it can be seen that industry is relatively less 
dependent on agriculture than agriculture is on in-
dustry. An increase in direct demand for 1 dollar's 
worth of goods for primary agriculture required a 
0.418 dollar flow from industry; the same increase for 
seeondary agriculture required 0.441 from industry. 
However, the same absolute inerease in direct demand 
for industrial and service products requires only 0.102 
from primary agriculture and 0.084 from secondary 
agrieulture. 
We may now examine the interdependence coef-
ficients under (1) the assumptions of specified in-
creases in the "demand" for food and (2) the nature 
of the model used for input-output analysis. Resource 
requirements of sectors producing additional food 
supplies as well as other consumption goods can be 
analyzed with the aid of input-output analysis. Table 
7 shows the absolute changes in the net outputs of 
each sector associated with a 10-percent increase ill 
each portion of the final bill of goods (e.g., a 10-per-
cent increase in population accompanied by a 10-
percent increase in consumption). If, with the 1949 
coefficients, demand for industry and services prod-
0.705 0.102 
1.054 O.OSr; 
0.441 1.147 
0.017 0.038 
0.094 0.174 
0.284 
0.100 
1.233 
1.046 
0.258 
0.069 
0.039 
0.517 
0.093 
1.084 
ucts is increased by 10 percent, primary agricultural 
net output would increase by 1.8 billion dollars, and 
secondary agricultural net output would increase by 
1.5 billion dollars. Again, it is obvious that under the 
relationships examined, a 10-percent increase in 
"demand" for industrial production would call for 
a large absolute increase in agricultural production; 
changes in one agricultural sector have no such great 
effect on the other agricultural sector or on industry.l0 
10 These estimates were obtained by multiplying (1) 10 per-
cent of the 1949 direct contribution of Industry and services to 
the tlnal bill of goods (table 1) by (2) the corresponding inter-
dependence coefficients in table 6. The absolute changes in net 
output have been converted to percent of 1949 net output and 
are entered in table 8. The percentage tlgures also indicate the 
interdependence of demand and production. A 10-percent Increase 
in the direct demand for primary agricultural products WOUld. 
in terms of 1949 coefficients. necessitate a 0.292-percent Increase 
in primary agricultural production, a 0.022 percent increase in 
secondary agricultural production, a O.012-pel'cent inerease in 
industry and services, a O.009-percent increase in imports. and 
a O.Oll-percent increase in government services. A 10-percent 
Increase in the direct demand for secondary agricultural prod-
ucts would necessitate a O.557-percent Increase in primary agri-
cultural prodUction, a 1.021-percent increase in secondary agri-
cultural production, a 0.035-percent increase In government ser-
vices. A 10-percent increase In direct demand for products from 
the Industry and services sector would cause an increase of 
8.21 percent in primary agricultural net output and 8.37 per-
cent in secondary agricultural net output. 
TABLE 7. ABSOLUTE CHANGE IN N~T OUTPUT OF ALL SECTORS ASSOCIATED WITH A 10-PERCENT CHANGE IN 
EACH PORTION OF THE FINAL BILL OF GOODS, 1949. (THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS). 
Sectors with 10 percent increase in demand 
Sectors Primary Secondary Industry Foreign 
supplying agricul tural agricultural and tmde GO\'ernment 
Inputs production production services (exports) 
Primary agricultUral production ____ 63,677 121,353 1,789,500 56,365 148,604 
Secondary agricultural production __ 3,820 181,327 1,486,799 19.908 84,362 
Industry and services 
-------------
25,137 75,828 20.156,737 244,863 1,114,047 
Foreign trade 
--------------------
993 2,847 664.079 207,800 201,072 
Government ----------~----------. 5,996 16,119 3,059,683 51,247 2,337,947 
TABLE 8. PERCENT OF CHANGE IN NET OUTPUT OF SECTORS ASSOCL\TED WITH A 10-PERCENT CHANGE IN EACH 
PORTION OF THE FINAL BILL OF GOODS, 1949. 
Sectors 
producing 
the net 
output 
Primary 
agricultural 
production 
Primary agricultural production ____ 0.292 
Secondary agricultuml production __ 0.022 
Industry and services _____________ 0.012 
Foreign trade ____________________ 0.009 
Government ______________________ 0.011 
Sectors supplying the tlnal bill of goods 
Secondary Industry Foreign 
agricultural and tmde 
production services (exports) 
0.557 8.211 0.259 
1.021 8.371 0.112 
0.035 9.324 0.113 
0.026 6.167 1.930 
0.029 5.593 0.094 
GO\'ernment 
0.682 
0.-175 
0.515 
1.867 
4.273 
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A question in agricultural organization relating 
to increases in output, however, is this: How can the 
increase in output be attained ~ Input-output analysis 
assumes that resources needed in one sector are avail-
able from other parts of the economy. This condition 
may not hold true for land. Agricultural output can 
always be increased by drawing more labor and capital 
resources into agriculture: However, future increases 
in agricultural output may wcll come about ma.inly 
through new techniques of production (12, p. 798). 
If output were to be expanded with addition of labor 
and capital to existing land, without new techniques, 
the relationship between input and output would 
likely be nonlinear. 
EJ;'FECT ON El\1PLOYMEN'l' 
'1'he input-output procedure also provides the infor-
mation for analysis, given the constraints of the model, 
of the effects of specified changes in one or all sectors 
upon employment. From table 2, the following linear 
relationships between net output and employment can 
be constructed for 1949.1' 
X61 = 0.355 Xl 
X62 =, 0.280 X 2 
XG3 = 0.543 X 3 
X65 = 0.373 X 5 
These input relationships determine the dollar value 
of employment required for any given level of net 
output in the five sectors. The value of labor necessary 
for any output in primary agriculture, for example, 
is equal to the output of primary agriculture multi-
plied by 0.356. An increase of 1 dollar's worth of out-
put in secondary agricultural production would re-
quire, with 1949 coefficients, I1n increase .of 0.280 
dollar's worth of agricultural labor. Similar infer-
ences can be made from the coefficients for other 
sectors of the economy. 
LABOR PRODUCTIVITY 
In this study, labor services are measured in dollar 
value instead of man-hours. Hence, we have a ratio 
expressing value of input required for a dollar value 
of output. Since wage rates may differ between locali-
ties, these differences do not directly express physical 
differentials in labor productivity. A difference in 
the coefficients of agriculture and industry can be 
interpreted· only if something is known about the 
comparability of labor in the two sectors and the wage 
rates. If we assume that wage rates sufficiently indi-
cate these physical differentials in labor, then the 
difference in the value of labor required per unit of 
output reflects differences in the physical return to 
labor in two sectors. 
A direct comparison between the labor coefficients 
for primary and secondary agriculture can be made 
subject to these same reservations. The coefficient 
tends to be larger for primary than for secondary 
agricultural production. An increase of 1 dollar's 
worth of net output in primary agricultural produc-
tion necessitatcd 0.356 dollar's worth of agricultural 
labor; a dollar's worth of secondary agricultural pro-
duction necessitated 0.280 dollar's worth of agricul-
tural labor. This means that a unit of labor would 
11 The subscript "6" refers to employment of labor from house-
hold. The second subscript refers to the sectors specified earlier. 
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produce a greater value of product in secondary than 
in primary agriculture. Studies in production eco-
nomics have continually pointed out the possibilities 
for agricultural firms to increase income by increas-
ing livestock production. Capital limitations restrict 
many farmers from expanding livestock organizations, 
however, and thus they continue to employ their re-
sources in crop production. The system employed here 
cannot, of course, provide 6>"l"eat refinements in esti-
mating labor productivity coefficients within agri-
culture (although the findings are highly consistent 
with those obtained by other methods). 
The effects of changes in the final, bill of goods upon 
the level of employment within an agricultural sector 
may also be observed from the input-output procedure. 
By substituting the relationship between the final bill 
of goods and the net output of a particular sector 
into the appropriate labor relationship given above, 
the effect of a change in 811y part of the final bill of 
goods on employment in the particular sector can be 
determined. The 1949 relationships for agriculture 
were as follows: 
XOI = 0.3771Yl+0.251lY2+0.0363Y3+ 0.101Oy.+0.0245Y5 
X62 = O.0178Yl +0.2955Y2+ 0.0237 Y3+ 0.0281Y4 +0.01l0Y5 
ANALYSIS OVER TIME 
Because of the nature of the data and the model 
applied to it, predictions from data for a single year 
must refer to the structure of production at that par-
ticular point in time, or to changes based on assump-
tions pertaining to this particular strt1cture. Extra-
polations to other points in time are subject to error 
because changes in techniques give rise to new input-
output. coefficients and changes ill price relationships 
cause new resource combinations to be profitable, and 
different coefficients again arise (particularly where 
nonlinear structural relationships are involved). lIow-
e';er, prediction of input-output coefficients at dif-
ferent points in time can be used ·to predict changes 
in productivity coefficients and interdependence of 
sectors. To allow an analysis of this nature, census 
years, 1949, 1939 and 1929 were selected to study the 
interdependence and input-output coefficients of the 
five" in" sectors of the United States economy. Data 
for 1939 and 1929, comparable to the 1949 data given 
in table 1, were collected and formulated into input-
output flow tables. The data were then adjusted to a 
1939 price level for time comparisons. 
'l'RANSFORl\lING THE D.\T.\ 
The original data for the 3 years were adjusted to 
the 1939 price level by use of the price indices for 
each sector. The adjusted flows for the 3 years are 
given in table 9. From the adjusted input-output flow 
tables, the technical production or input coefficients, 
in terms of 1939 dollars, were calculated (table 10) 
in the same manner as for 1949 (table 2). 
STRUCTURAL CHANGES 
The flows in table 9 and the input coefficients in 
table 10 allow us to measure changes in the structural 
TABLE 9. DISTJUBr'l'IOK OF INPUTS AND OUTPUTS OF THE UNITED STATES ECONO)lY FOR 1929, 1939 AND 1949 
EXPRgSSED IN TERMS OF 1939 DOLLARS. 
(MILLIONS OJ!' DOLLARS) 
Sector~ Sectors consuming the output (inputs) 
producing Primary 
3!,;'I'icultural 
production 
Secondary 
agricultural 
production 
Industry Foreign 
the Year and trade GO\'ernment Household Net 
output services (exports) (consumption) outputs 
Primary 
agricultural 
production 
Secondary 
agricultural 
'production 
Industry 
and 
services 
Foreign 
trade 
(imports) 
Governnlent 
In9 
1939 
1949 
1929 
1939 
1949 
1929 
1939 
1949 
1929 
1939 
1919 
1929 
1939 
1949 
2n 
373 
271 
1,919 
1.865 
3,641 
481 
425 
447 
3,946 
3,882 
3,889 
972 
910 
1,281 
38 
25 
32 
1,686 
1,753 
2,452 
3,555 
4,464 
5,964 
1,863 
1,522 
2,039 
7,070 
9,242 
18,418 
769 
4:13 
603 
11 
6 
10 
3,113 
2,678 
5,~59 
305 
604 
403 
763 
177 
3.160 
5.860 
9,929 
64 
69 
1,824 
486 6,887 
448 7,279 
202 7,324 
602 4,462 
760 5,605 
670 6,921 
61,395 70,561 
65,537 76,850 
87,274 107,385 
821 2,749 
684 2,276 
874 4,738 
2,259 10,156 
3,036 13,334 
12,558 31,860 
TABLg 10. TECHNICAL INPUT COI~FFICIENTS AND CONSUMPTION OF THE UNITED STA'l'ES ECONOMY FOR 1929, 1939 
A,'!D 19,19 EXPRESSED IN TER::IIS OF 1939 DOLLARS. 
Sectors 
producing Primary Secondary 
the Year ag-l'icul tural agricultural 
output production production 
Primary 1929 0.884 
agl'icultural 1939 0.692 
production 1949 0.562 
Secondary 1929 0.043 
agricuitural 1939 0.051 
pl'oduetion 19·19 0.037 
Industry 1929 0.279 0.218 
anJ 1939 0.256 0.162 
services 1949 0.497 0.185 
Foreign 1929 
trade 1n9 
( eXports) 1049 
Government 1n9 0.070 0.009 
1939 0.058 0.005 
1949 0.061 0.005 
pl'cchwtion relationships over time. III table 10, the 
inpnt coefficient of industl'Y and senices products to 
primary agricultural production in<:l'cased from 0.27D 
in 192D to 0.497 in lD4D. In other words, the input 
from industrial sectors, used per unit of output by 
primary agricuIt nre, nearl~- doubled in 20 years. This 
increase is mainly the result of tcehnological changcs 
in crop production. The changc from horsepowcr to 
mechanical powcr particnlarl~' increased the coef-
ficient; the increased usc of commercial fertilizer has 
had the same effcct. In absolute terms, thc flow of 
inputs to priman" agrieultnre from industry increased 
from 1,91D millions to 3,641 millions. This represents 
nearly a doubling' of the cstimated physical flow from 
industry to prima 1'y agricultm·c. 
Net output of sccondary agriculturc increascd over 
30 percent from 1929 to I!).,!!) (table 9). The incrcase 
in secondary production was more than proportional 
to the increase in primary production, a process pos-
sible hecause of morc efficicnt rations in liyestock 
production and usc of feeds for livestock previonsly 
utilized for work animals. The input coefficient of 
Sectors consuming outputs (inputs) 
Inl]llstry Foreign 
and trade 
~el'\'ices (exports) 
0.0~4 0.280 
0.023 0.190 
0.023 0.127 
0.050 0.004 
0.058 0.003 
0.056 0.003 
1.132 
1.177 
1.110 
0.026 
0.020 
0.019 
0.100 0.111 
0.120 0.265 
0.172 0.085 
Household 
Govern- (consumption) 
lllent Jllillions 
of dollars 
486 
0.057 448 
0.006 202 
0.311 
0.439 
0.312 
0.006 
0.005 
0.057 
602 
'160 
671 
61,395 
65,537 
87,274 
821 
684 
874 
2,259 
3,036 
3,693 
primary Ilg'l'icultnral products (feeds) to sccondary 
agrieultural production deelined from 0.884 to 0.(j(j2, 
a decline of about 35 percent. I .. ess feed was required 
to produce 1 dollar's worth of livestock product ill 
H)'!'D than in ID29. 
The input eoefficients "of industry to secondary 
agriculturc" arc ill the opposite direction from those 
for "industry 10 primary agriculture." vVhereas 
('hang-es in terhniques caused a large incrcasc in the 
input from industry for a unit of output in primary 
agl'icuIture, the absolute flow of industrial product 
to seeondary agriculture inereased hy less thnn 10 
]>e1'ec1lt, and the input coefficicnt actually declined. 
The tcehnical advances and changing' resource com-
billa tions in secondary agriculture, therefore, have 
had a 1'clatiycl~' small dependencc on industry. Some 
teclmiqlles, snch as antibiotics, arc new materials 
which must flow from industry to secondar~· agricul-
tural production. Howcyer, innovations such as these 
lowcr the rcquircment, pCI' unit of output, of other 
industrial products such as protein feeds and other 
feed snpplements. 
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TABLE 11. INTERDEPE:\'DENCE COEFFICIE:\'TS FOR 1929, 1939 AND 1949 EXPRESSED IN 1939 DOLLARS. 
Sectors 
pl'Oducing Primary 
the Year agricultural 
uutputs productiun 
Primary 1929 1.06765 
agricul tural 1939 1.06679 
production 1949 1.05925 
Secondary 1029 0.06361 
agricultural 1939 0.07450 
production 1949 0.06736 
Industry 1929 0.35777 
and 1939 0.34039 
services 1949 0.56193 
FOl'eign 1929 0.01016 
tracle 1939 0.00729 
1949 0.01978 
Government 1929 0.11214 
1039 0.10560 
1949 0.15798 
AGGREGATE TECHNICAl, CIUKGES WITHIN A SECTOR 
Relative changes in the flows or input coefficients 
over time reHect both changes in techniqnes and 
changes in the combination of factors used in produc-
ing the net output of a particular sector. The aggre-
gate effect of technical changes in the sectors can be 
observed to some extent by predicting a future out-
put from past relationships. 'l'he net outputs required 
to produce a given final bill of goods can be predicted 
from the interdependence coefficients and the final 
bill of goods. The interdependence coefficients, ex-
pressed in terms of 1939 dollars, for the 3 years. are 
obtained by solving the basic systems of equatIons 
(obtained from the technical production coefficients 
in table ]0) and arc given in table 11.12 . 
Observing aggregate technical change over tIme 
through input-output anal~'sis requires a "backward 
predic-tion" of the net outputs (22, p. 153). This pro-
cedure is used for table 12. "\Ve predict J 929 output 
using 1939 coefficients; 1939 output is predicted with 
1949 coefficients. If the predicted output for one of 
these years is the same as aetual output, no technical 
change has taken place; a large difference denotes 
10 The interdependence coefficients expressed in 1939 dollars 
were obtained by transforming the interdependence coefficients 
expressed in terms of 1949 and 1929 dollars. A basic system of 
equations, similar to the one outlined for 1949, was set up for 
each year, and the system was solved for the interdependence 
coefficients. A transformation was then performed to obtain the 
coefficients expressed in 1939 dollars. The adjUsted interdepend-
ence coefficients are those given in table 11. 
Sectors consuming the outputs 
Secondary Industry 
agricultural and Foreign Government 
services trade production 
0.96359 0.08776 0.'10526 0.02988 
0.75341 0.08686 0.33430 0.10095 
0.66548 0.07540 0.23711 0.04351 
1.06945 0.05975 0.09192 0.01917 
1.06311 0.06989 0.10898 0.03554 
1.05383 0.06639 0.08874 0.02618 
0.56133 1.10922 1.39769 0.35400 
0.42089 1.12527 1.52864 0.01589 
0.56178 1.14734 1.39158 0.44068 
0.01568 0.03007 1.03872 0.01594 
0.00887 0.02305 1.03276 0.01589 
0.01869 0.03348 1.04598 0.07045 
0.13460 0.12114 0.28474 1.03950 
0.10192 0.14685 0.47796 1.07305 
0.14000 0.20416 0.34142 1.08414 
great technical change. The 1939 bill of goods (house-
hold consumption) and the 1949 interdependence co-
efficients, expressed in 1939 dollars, are used t? pre-
dict the 1939 net outputs. To observe changes 1ll the 
earlier period, the 1929 bill of goods and the 1939 
interdependence coefficients are used to predict the 
1H29 net outputs. 
Table 12 shows the actual and predicted 1939 and 
1929 net outputs. The two sets of net outputs for 
1929 are similar, except for secondary agricultural 
production. It is concluded ~hat little aggregate t~ch­
nical chanO'e occurred durmg the 1929-39 perIOd, 
except in s~condary agricultural production; the co-
efficients of the later year were reasonably accurate 
in predicting outputs of the earlier year for all sec-
tors but secondary agriculture. In table 12 actual 
net output of secondary agricultural production in-
creased from 4.4 billion dollars to 5.6 billion over 
the period 1929 to 1939. Over the same period, actual 
flows from primary agriculture and industry an.d 
services to secondary agriculturc decreased. ThIS 
change, a greater quantity of out~ut from a sm~lle.r 
qnantity of input, in the same perIOd (table H) md1-
cates the degree of technological progress in the pcr-
iod. A comparison of the actual and predicted net 
outputs (table 12) for 1939 also indicates large tecl~no­
logical progress in all sectors over the 1939-<19 perIOd. 
In other words if the actual inputs of 1939 and the 
production coefficients of 1949 are used to predict 
the 1939 output, the predicted output is greater than 
TABLE 12. PREDICTIOX OF THE ADJUSTED NE'£ OUTPUTS FOR 1929 AND 1939 FROJII ADJUSTED INTERDEPENDENCE 
COEFFICIENTS FOR 1939 AND 1949. 
Sector 
Primary agricultural production __ _ 
Secondary agricultural production __ 
Industry and sen'ices ____________ _ 
Foreign trade 
Government 
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(THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS) 
1939 net 
output 
7,279,815 
5,605,189 
76,850,954 
~,276,098 
13,334,000 
Predicted 1939 net 
output from 1939 
bill of good sand 
1949 adjusted 
coefficients 
6,217,511 
5,823,253 
78,165,148 
3,147,28,1 
17,082,701 
1929 
adjusted 
net 
output 
6.887,985 
4,462,328 
70,561,333 
2,276,945 
10,156,162 
PI'crllctcd 1929 net 
output from 1929 
adjusted bill of 
goods and 1939 
coefficients 
6,808,042 
5,137,367 
71,9·10,738 
2,308,205 
11,946,298 
the actual output; hence, technical change has oc-
cUI'red. 
I..JnIITATIONS OF THE INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL 
FOR AGRICULTURE 
In this study we have attempted to show the adapt-
ability and application of the Leontief input-output 
analysis to agricultural production. While the data 
are somewhat meager, the method does have important 
uses in analyzing the agricultural economy. There are, 
of course, certain limitations of the Leontief input-
output analysis. These limitations are applicable when 
Hle procedure is used for agriculture or other indus-
tries. This section deals with some of the major limi-
tations as they relate to the agricultural economy. 
AGGREGA'l'ION 
The aggregation problem is encountered in all 
macro-economic studies and is also in this study which 
deals with activities of the whole economy. It is im-
practica ble to include all relevant, single variables 
of a complex economy in a single model. Therefore, 
it is necessary to combine similar activities and re-
duce the size of the model (number of equations) to 
a manageable level. 
Breaking the economy down into a smaller number 
number of relevant sectors is a difficult task. Since 
statistical procedures are not available for classifying 
inputs and outputs, the judgment and experience of 
the investigator must be used to choose the model and 
select the activities to be combined. Tintner (28, pp. 
102-114) uses the method of principal components as 
a tool for dealing with aggregation of several vari-
ables into a few principal components. Leontief (22, 
p. 207) snggests that, after the parameters are esti-
mated from the input-output study, a controlled ex-
periment or direct observation of. thc economy might 
be used to test the validity of the estimates. However, 
the controlled experiment is not practical, and direct 
observation of the economy is questionable. Even if 
it were possible, past relationships would still be used 
for estimating quantities of the future. 
If the data for empirical study are aggregated into 
a model of 1h seetors and alternately into a model of 
n2 sectors, the estimates of the pa~ameters will not 
be the same for all corresponding sectors. Hence, the 
question of which model is the most reliable or accept-
a ble for making inferences concerning the inter-
dependence of the sectors is important. If primary 
and secondary agriculture are used in each of two 
medels while alternative aggregations are used for 
the rest of the economy, the interdependence coeffi-
cients of agricultural and other sectors will 110t be 
the same. (They might be similar if the sum of the 
coefficients were calculated for the relevant industrial 
sectors.) 
COMPUT.\TIONS 
Both methodology and obtaining funds arc prob-
lems which make computations difficult. Computations 
ure \'Cry costly where large models are employed. The 
model can become so large that computational equip-
mcnt is not available to the resenrch organization. 
The 5 X 5 model used in this study was handled 
with the ordinary 10-bank electric calculator. Beyond 
the 5 X 5 model, the IBM calculator must be used; 
it reaches its limit at about a 15 X 15 model. Elec-
tronic computers represent the only feasible method 
of performing the larger calculations. 
l\'lathematical computations (inverting matrices) 
for input-output analysis cause a multiplication of 
the errors present in the data. The largcr the model, 
the more ·influencial these computational errors be-
come. This limitation itself restricts the input-output 
analysis to relatively small models and to broad aggre-
gations. 
ASSUMPTION OF LINEARITY, 
The literature dealing with the Leontief input-out-
put analysis has emphasized the limitations of the 
assumption of linear production functions. The non-
decreasing production function (homogeneous produc-
tion functions of degree one) are, in some cases, un-
realistic. This report docs not attempt to resolve the 
assumption of linearity or to reject the method which 
employs it. It is primarily concerned with input-
output coefficients in the agricultural sectors. How-
ever, discussions of the vnlidity of linearity in other 
sectors of the economy cannot be ignored in consider-
ing the application of input-out analysis. 
Assumptions of linearity of production are not new 
to research in agricultural production. They have 
been classical tools in farm management and other 
research. Constant returns to scale have been assumed 
in the commonly used technique of imputing returns 
to factors of production. Generally, market rates of 
return are imputed to all factors except the oue being 
studied. A residual of the total product is used to 
measure the productivity of the factor (13, p. 776). 
These and other traditional methods of analyzing 
farm business or survey records imply constant pro-
duction coefficients. Budgeting, employed by many 
agricultural economists in determining an optimum 
combination of farm resources, is based on the as-
sumption of linear production relationships. These 
conventions do not justify adoption of input-output 
analysis which also assumes linear relationships. How-
ever, the technique presented here is no more subject 
to error than classical analyscs which employ the 
assumption of linearity. 
Many aspects of agricultural production can be 
described by lineal' relatio11s. Linearity is also found 
where resource inputs can be or are increased by the 
samc proportions. In producing an acre of corn under 
a given technique, if all resources can be duplicated 
in every fashion, output also might be duplicated. 
Similarly, a single animal, fed under a given tech-
nique, can be duplicatcd by the same technical com-
bination of inputs. A linear production function then 
exists even if component units of net output result 
from small .indiyidual production processes and re-
sources which, if increased by themselves, are not 
linear. . 
However, 011e of the most serious limitations of 
lincar Ilssnmptions in input-output analysis is this: 
'Vhen change in the level of l1et output in a sector 
is assumed, it. must also be assumed that resources 
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to produce the net output are available and can be 
drawn into the sector. This is unrealistic in primary 
agriculture (and partly so in secondary agriculture) 
where the quantity of land is fixed and capital is not 
always available to the individual producer. If pri-
mary agriculture increases, and linearity is retained, 
additional land must also be available to combine with 
the additional labor and resources from other sectors. 
If land is not available, increased production must 
be brought about by using lTIore labor and capital 
resources on the fixed acres alrcady in use. Fixed 
production coefficients could not be expected under 
this situation, except that they might be approximated 
in a time sense, as technological improvement lowers 
the input-output coefficient. 
STRUCTURE OF :MODEL 
The flow model and the classification of inputs used 
in this study represent only one alternative of the 
many which might be used. Additional studies are 
needed which use other models. Limitations may exist 
f01" the classification procedures used in this study. 
It cau be questioned whether subsidy payments to 
agriculture should be used along with the value of 
crops produced as part of the output for primary 
agriculture. :i\'Ieasurement of government scrvices to 
the various s8ctors by the amount of tax revenues also 
may be questionable. Perhaps part of the services 
attributed as flowing either to 01' from foreign trade 
should be allocated to industry. Under an alternative 
formulation, goods and services sold abroad might 
test be allocated to the industrial sectors from which 
they originate. Similarly, income taxes paid by indi-
viduals and families may not truly reflect the services 
of the government s2ctor flowing to households. How-
ever, these classifications and aggregations were em-
ploJoed in this study as logical for the purpose of the 
anaIJ-sis. Alternative formulations need to be tested 
in subsequent studies. Detail on the classification and 
aggregation of inputs. a1l(~ outputs of the various 
Hec~ors are provided in order that the coefficients ob-
tained in this study may be compared to those ob-
tc:ined under alternative input-output models. 
SUi.\fMARY 
1. 'l'his study applies a Leontief-type, input-output 
analysis to a model of five economic sectors where 
emphasis is on interdependence of (a) primary with 
secondary agriculture and (b) agricultural sectors 
with the industrial sectors of the economy. Detailed 
analysis is made of input coefficients and it~terdepend­
ence coefficients for the year 1949; similar analysis 
is made for the years 1949, 1939 and 1929 to allow 
prediction of change ill the coefficients in agriculture. 
2. The coefficients derived in this study suggest 
the nature of the interdependence of agriculture with 
other major sectors of the national economy. They 
show direct and indirect changes expected in agricul-
ture as postulated changes take place in population 
and national consumption (the" final bill of goods"). 
3. For 1949, the input coefficients of primar~- agri-
cultural products flowing. to other sectors were: 0.032 
for secondary agriculture, 0.336 for industry, 0.356 
for labor and 0.035 for government. For flows 5rom 
secondary agriculture to other sectors, the input eo-
efficients were: 0.652 for primary agriculture, 0.145 
for industry, 0.280 for labor and 0.003 for goyern-
ment. A change by "1 dollar's worth" in primary 
ngricnlture would have necessitatcd increased flow:=; 
from other sectors of the magnitudes expressed first; 
nil' same magnitUdes of change in secondary agri-
culture would have required increased flows from the 
other sectors by the amounts mentioned second. A 
10-percent change in output of secondary agriculture 
would have required a 5.3-percent change in primary 
agricultural output but only a 0.12-percent change 
in industrial output; a change of 10 percent in pri-
mary agricultnre would have required 11 change of 
onl.v 0.39 percent in secondary agricultural output 
and 0.34 percent in indu:=;trial output. 
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4. The interdependence coefficients for primary 
agriculture are 0.06 with secondary agriculture and 
0.42 with industry. For secondary agriculture, they 
are 0.71 with primary agriculture and 0.44 with in-
dustry. These coefficients show the interdependence 
hetween the final bill of goods (household consump-
tion) and the level of output of the various sectors. 
Hence, an increase in "demand" for primary agri-
cultural production of "1 dollar" would require a 
0.06-dollar increase in output of secondary agricul-
ture and a 0.42 increase in output of industry. The 
foiame increase in "demand" for industrial products 
would increase output in primary agriculture by only 
OJ 0 dollar and in secon(bry agriculture by only 0.08 
dollar. Industry depends little on agriculture, but 
agriculture depends heavily on industry for incrcases 
in output. 
G. Analysis of data from 1929 to 1949 shows an 
increase il~ interdependence coefficients of primary 
agriculture on industry from 0.36 to 0.56. In at her 
words, the dependence of primary agriculture on 
illdtl:=;tl'~' has inerensed with time. The interdepend-
ence cocffieient for secondary agriculture on industry 
remained constant at 0.56 over the same period. The 
coeffi('ient of secondary agriculture on primary agri-
culture deereased from 0.96 to 0.66. The:=;e change:=; 
express technologieal improvement which has caused 
crop production to require a greater outlay for in-
dustrial products, such as fertilizer and maehinery, 
and has caused secondary production to require 
smaller feed inputs for each unit of livestock product. 
6. Limitations of input-output analysis applied to 
agriculture involve the assumptions of linear func-
tions and fixed coefficients, the proccss of aggregation 
and the selection of a particular model. 
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